
Dear All

Grey-headed bush shrike peering down into the garden.  I love these birds.  They make the most haunting call and, 
best of all, they eat snails.  Snails do the most damage in my garden during the rainy season and even I can be found 
squashing a few ... it is better that 
the shrikes eat them.  

The rain has continued on and off; 
the bush (and my garden) is getting 
leafy so seeing the birds is much 
more diffi cult.
The boubou also has a strange call, 
which, to me he sounds like a frog.  
And let’s not forget the little ones - 
the waxbill and fi refi nches.  During 
the past two weeks I have identifi ed 
over 20 birds species which have 
paid me a visit.  

Power Woes

Of course, our lives are still dominated by power outages.   Eight hours a day is a serious hindrance to a normal life.    
President Lungu at the UN Climate Change Conference stated that our lack of power was caused by low rainfall due to 
climate change ...  

Although we are having rain, it will take water from Angola and the Barotse Floodplain to fi ll and then drain down the river 
to Lake Kariba before any proper fi lling will be witnessed.  

Zimbabwe is working on the extension of the north bank power capacity at Kariba and I have often wondered how these 
new turbines are going to turn if, with Zambia’s extension being used this year, we have seen that there is not enough 
water for them.  How much water will be required to turn even more turbines.  Will we have enough?

In another article in the news, government has aquired 5 generators (I assume, diesel); two will be  located in Lusaka, two 
in the Copperbelt and one in Northwestern Province.  

The Zambezi River Authority is saying that water allocation at Kariba dam may be reduced further and that the capacity of 
ZESCO to produce power will be reduced by 300MW.

Knowing that most industry shuts down for about three weeks over Christmas and that it is industry which is using most of 
our power, I just hope that we can have a holiday season with no power cuts in our homes.



China Copper Mines back in production
Zambia Weekly

The High Court has discharged an injunction against China Copper Mines in Chingola, allowing it to resume operations at 
its leaching and solvent extraction plants. The injunction was obtained in October 2015, when 200 residents went to court 
over pollution of streams and surrounding environment in Kafi sali in Chingola. The mine has just been re-opened, after 
the Zambia Environmental Management Agency temporarily halted operations over similar concerns. However the court 
ruled that the residents had failed to show that they would suffer irreparable damages without the injunction.
China Copper Mines has recently been accused of having bribed government offi cials to facilitate the take-over of the 
mine from a local company.

Gill Comment.  I tried to fi nd out a bit of background of this story.  There isn’t much and I hope that I have it right.

China Copper Mines do not have a mine.  They are working the mine dumps from a previous mine, Nchanga, I assume.  
They are using a process known as electrowinning.  Electrowinning requires the use of acid.  The ore is put into vats with 
the acid solution.  Inside the vats are metal plates to which the copper sticks.  I assume the remaining solution, being 
surplus to requirements, is then dumped.  

The project was fi rst approved in January 2013 subject to Environmental Agency approval.  One of the concerns of the 
Environmental Agency was water pollution.  Two streams – Fitula and Mimbula – are nearby.  China Copper Mines was 
required to produce an investigation of impacts on these streams and any underground water courses. 

In October this year (two months ago) the Zambia 
Environmental Agency was concerned about pollution 
into the streams and closed down operations for 
further investigations.  In the Post: CHINA Copper 
Mines Limited has been forced to put its operations 
on care and maintenance, “against its will” because of 
the government’s interference, a company statement 
announced yesterday. CCM director Yu Wang Ping 
stated yesterday that the mining company has further 
been forced to suspend US$50 million investment which 
would have created employment for over 1,000 citizens. 
...
Yu Wang: “Some unscrupulous people spreading false 
rumours that we bribed honourable Chris Yaluma and 
honourable Mwenya Musenge were not even there 
when we bought the mine under the MMD government. 
We are genuine investors who have invested more than 
US$50 million,” stated Yu. “We therefore wish to make a 
strong appeal to the President to intervene.

While I was researching this story I found out that 
Nchanga is the largest open-pit mine in the world.  
Gosh, it’s horrid.  

Villagers removed from Kafue National Park
ZNBC

At least 1 thousand people who encroached in the Kafue National Park in Mumbwa District, Central Province, have been 
removed.  Acting Mumbwa District Commissioner Peter Haampende has confi rmed the development to ZNBC News 
stating that the move is aimed at promoting tourism in Mumbwa.

He says the affected people have understood the good intentions of Government to promote tourism adding that they 
have been integrated into existing villages.  ...



Friends of Kafue

I’m trying to raise awareness of the problem of speeding in 
Kafue National Park.

These two wild dogs were killed this morning. Sometimes 
it takes something shocking to help implement change so 
please share and encourage everyone you know to drive 
carefully through the park.

And then a few days later ...

Another life lost on the M9 this morning. Of the 102 animals 
reported road kills; 4 have been leopards and 8 were wild 
dogs in 2015

Gill Comment.  The road between Kasane and Ngoma, 
through Chobe National Park in Botswana is closed at night.  
Everyone is used to this closure and works around it.  Most 
of the road kill on the road through Kafue happens at night.  
How busy is the road through Kafue National Park at night?  
Would it be possible to follow the example of Botswana?



Crested Crane Deaths
By Griffi n Shanungu Senior Wildlife Ecologist, ZAWA and Program Coordinator, Zambia Crane and Wetland Conservation 
Program, International Crane Foundation and Chaona Phiri, Research Offi cer 

Globally, the long term survival of cranes is under serious threats because of destruction of their habitats, hunting, illegal 
trade and many others. Traditionally, threats to the crane populations in Zambia have been thought to be habitat loss due 
to water fl ow disturbances and subsequent spread 
of invasive shrubs – both alien and native - in the 
major wetlands where they live. As a result, most of 
our conservation efforts to safeguarding the future of 
the cranes have thus far concentrated on restoring 
these wetlands to natural water fl ow conditions most 
especially on the Kafue Flats Wetlands in central 
Zambia. However, new and emerging threats to the 
crane population have recently come to the fore and 
they need our urgent intervention.
 
The South Luangwa, one of the 4 national parks found 
in the Luangwa Valley – is arguably Zambia’s premier 
national park. Many mammal species are found here 
ranging from big cats, endemic large mammals and 
the ever present elephant! Hundreds of Grey Crowned 
Cranes are also found here; especially in and around 
the Chichele Salt Pans on the Nsefu Sector, and the 
ox-bow lakes and lagoons that characterize the park’s 
landscape.

Dead crested cranes on the Luangwa River ©Mwamba Sichande

A fl ock of 43 cranes was found by patrolling Zambia Wildlife Authority (ZAWA) Offi cers along the banks of the Luangwa 
River within the park, too weak to fl y and looking sickly. After observing the birds for an hour, all 43 individuals died and 
there was nothing the offi cers could do to help the cranes. A postmortem was quickly conducted on 5 of the cranes by 
South Luangwa Conservation Society/Zambia Carnivore Program (SLCS/ZCP) veterinarian, to determine the possible 
cause of death. Maize grains were found in the stomach of the birds. This led us to believe that the birds could have been 
poisoned. But in order to ascertain this, samples were taken to the University of Zambia for further analysis. The analysis 
showed no positive signs of Avian Infl uenza or any other harmful pathogens thus further confi rming that the birds here 
were poisoned. It is still not clearly known if this poisoning incidence was an isolated one and that the poisoning was un-
intentional or that the cranes were specifi cally targeted. However, Efforts are still being made to determine the poison 
used in this instance.

Previously, we have always thought that 
the cranes in Zambia are mostly confi ned 
within protected areas and that they 
ventured very little into croplands and 
farming areas of surrounding communities. 
The maize grains in the stomachs of the 
43 Grey Crowned Cranes now suggest 
that they do in fact, go into maize fi elds 
and possibly post-harvest areas to feed 
on maize grain. The deaths recorded here 
are signifi cant and some efforts to alleviate 
further deaths are urgently needed. We 
need to fi nd out more information about 
the Grey Crowned Crane and Local 
Community interactions and perceptions 
towards cranes and also what we can do 
to reduce or possibly alleviate the threats 
to the cranes. In addition, a lot of work is 
needed to determine population status, 
distribution and movement patterns of 
these cranes in the Luangwa Valley and 
elsewhere in the country.



Kafue Conservation Project

We were delighted to host Beyond the Bike on their visit 
to Kafue National Park last month.
Beyond the Bike cyclists Stuart and Claire are following 
the journey of key natural resources, such as copper 
and gold, along the South-South trade routes to 
resource-hungry Asia. They have already cycled from 
Kampala to Lusaka and are now en route to Cape Town.
Following a tour of KCP’s law enforcement offi ces at 
Hook Bridge, Stuart and Claire joined our Outreach and 
Education department on a visit to Mukambi Community 
School. The couple gave fascinating presentation to 
students and teachers, describing the mechanics of 
their tandem bicycle and sharing the incredible tales of 
their journey so far.
Good luck Stuart & Claire, and thank you for all you’re 
doing to raise awareness about conservation!

Game Rangers International

Christmas Cards
Haven’t bought your Christmas cards yet?
Don’t worry! These beautiful cards are on sale for K25 
in the GRI - Game Rangers International town offi ce 
on Twikatane Rd (off Addis Abeba Rd, by the Zebra 
Crossings Café) as well as at the Lilayi Elephant 
Nursery.
Buy Christmas cards for conservation and send them to 
the people you love.

Bushmeat Trade
The illegal trade in bush meat is one of the greatest 
threats to Zambia’s wildlife and eco-systems, with a wide 
range of species being slaughtered for their meat. GRI 
– Wildlife Crime Prevention Project is working alongside 
Zambia Wildlife Authority-ZAWA and other conservation 
organisations to learn more about this illegal trade to 
enable them to prevent it.

Gill Comment:  The bushmeat trade in the cities of 
Zambia has increased with the new middle class.  We 
have few legal sources of game meat so when people buy 
bushmeat they have to know that it has probably come 
from an illegal source.  We need an awareness campaign 
to stop this trade.  Also, we could do with more game 
farms to supply the growing demand.  The wildlife in our 
parks is so special that we should not be putting it on our 
plates to eat.  



Brushing heads with the Painted Dogs
Let’s help paint their future
Conservation Lower Zambezi

Anyone who has ever seen the wild dog will know that 
it is more than a sighting; it is a whole experience. It’s 
perfectly rounded and overly-sized ears which frame its 
face, its long slender legs and patchwork three-toned 
coat are all distinct features that grab your attention 
when face-to-face with this great canid, the Painted Dog 
(Lycaon pictus).
 
Historically, these dogs were found throughout sub-
saharan Africa but today they are scattered few and 
far between. Today they are considered the most 
endangered carnivores in sub-saharan Africa, Red 
Listed by the International Union of the Conservation 
of Nature (IUCN).  Studies across the continent on the 
disappearing populations of the dogs suggest a link between their disappearing populations and the increased human 
encroachment into their habitat.
 
Here in the Lower Zambezi, the 1990’s boasted a reasonably strong population of dogs and throughout the Lower 
Zambezi National Park sightings of the dogs were regularly witnessed by tourists and guides. However, more recently 
(over the last 6 to 8 years) the dogs had become a rare sight. The odd viewing from scouts on patrol were reported but 
the average sightings had dwindled. The reason is not confi rmed but snaring and/or poisoning were believed to be behind 
their decline.
 
2014, however, marked a new chapter for the Lower Zambezi and its wild dogs as two small groups (one of two dogs 
and one of three dogs) started to be reported in the park. It was in late 2014 that the group of two dogs (an Alpha 
male and female) were being regularly spotted in the eastern Chiawa Game Management Area near the border of the 
park, believed to be denning.  Sure enough, on Dec 11th 2014 the two dogs were fi nally seen with fi ve gorgeous pups 
increasing the pack to seven, ready for their debut to the public and season opening in March 2015. Sadly only three 
of the fi ve survived but the guides arrived back in the Valley excited to hear of the new addition and began reporting 
sightings of the dogs. With the start of the new tourist season, they were seen showing off the iconic creatures to both 
their local and international guests.
 
With great excitement in the Valley, the adults were spotted again in September this year with another fi ve pups in tow, 
increasing their family population to a total of ten. Through the support of the tour operators in the area and the Zambian 
Wildlife Authority (ZAWA), CLZ hopes to be able to protect and preserve these stunning animals from the threats that they 
face and to continue to watch these populations grow.
 
We want to help paint them a bright future!

The International Elephant Foundation sponsor CLZ’s Elephant Behaviour Workshop
Training scouts to better read elephants when in the fi eld
 
On the 20th November CLZ hosted a full day Elephant Behaviour Workshop sponsored and supported by the 
International Elephant Foundation (IEF). The purpose of the workshop is to train up the Village Scouts to be better 
equipped to deal with the reality of coming face-to-face with elephants in the fi eld. Elephants are a real threat to the safety 
of the scouts when they are on patrol especially if they are not able to read their behaviours and act accordingly.
 
The training day was conducted by CLZ’s Environmental Educator Besa Kaoma, Chiawa Camp’s highly experienced and 
competent guide Daniel Sisuku, ZAWA offi cer and scout Kennedy Phiri and the ZAWA Ranger of Operations Shadreck 
Silumesi. The team worked well together and the morning started with classroom based lessons looking at the theory 
behind elephant behaviour and preconceived scenarios. ...
 
These programs are of integral value to scouts who are 
constantly in the fi eld putting themselves in dangerous 
situations for the sake of conservation. Being able to 
provide these training programs to scouts enticing them 
to step back and re-evaluate their teams, skills and 
knowledge in a safe and comfortable environment helps 
boost morale, address weaknesses and strengthen 
already acquired skills and knowledge. We therefore 
thank IEF for this fantastic opportunity offered to the 
scouts and we look forward to the second day of training 
for the remainder of the scouts to be held in December.  
We also thank ZAWA for their support of this program 
and their role in making this program happen. 



Kasanka Trust

As if the challenges of running 2 lodges, 5 campsites and a National Park during our peak visitor season of the 
magnifi cent Bat Season aren’t enough, last week Chris and his team were confronted with an even bigger challenge – 
FIRES. It would appear that these were deliberately set by poachers and were right near the Bat Forest.

It is quite daunting to imagine the scale of the ecological disaster that would befall not only Kasanka, but Africa in general 
if the fi res had broken through their defences! To lose the roosting home of the world’s largest mammal migration would 
be quite something but somehow, Chris and his small team armed with little more than passion and determination to look 
after this little piece of conservation glory, kept the fi res back.

Chipembele Education Trust, Luangwa

PRIZE GIVING AT KAKUMBI SCHOOL
Chipembele has been supporting Kakumbi Primary 
School for the last 15 years. In recognition of the 
excellent results achieved at this remote and well run 
school Anna presented the prizes at Prize Giving Day 
on Friday 4th December. It was the last day of the 
school year. Chipembele was very fortunate to be have 
been donated a number of ‘Toy Bags’ from the National 
Police Aid Convoy (UK) so 1st, 2nd and 3rd positions 
in each of the grades was awarded a bag stuffed full of 
goodies. Most of these children have never had a toy 
in their lives before so the Toy Bag meant the world to 
them. Christmas came early! Hopefully it will act as an 
incentive for the pupils to work hard next year too.

South Luangwa Conservation Society

The Carnivores this year made a sterling effort at 
the annual conservation Elephant Charge rally. 
Unfortunately our car broke down 1km before the fi nish 
but we had a fabulous time and a great race. We also 
managed to raise $7000 to go towards the fundraising. 
There is a debriefi ng tonight in Lusaka about this year’s 
event and we hope it continues to urge big sponsors to 
continue. Watch this space next year for the Carnivores 
2016!!



A Humble Hero of Zambian Conservation

Cosmas Mumba is tired but happy when I meet him 
at the airport. The Project Manager for GRI – Zambia 
Primate Project (ZPP) was one of three fi nalists in the 
prestigious Tusk Conservation Award, supported by 
HRH Prince William of the United Kingdom. Cosmas is 
the fi rst Zambian conservationist ever to be short-listed 
for this award. Cosmas attended the glittering award 
ceremony on November 24th at Claridges in London. 
Before the ceremony, Cosmas and the two other 
fi nalists had the great honour of meeting HRH Prince 
William, a well-known advocate for conservation and 
patron of the Tusk Conservation Award, in two private 
audiences to tell him about their projects.

“Meeting Prince William was incredible. The Prince 
was very nice, polite and very interested in my project. 
You can tell he is very passionate about wildlife and 
conservation”, says Cosmas.
 
GRI – Zambia Primate Project has grown to become 
one of Africa’s most established and successful primate 
release programmes. Managed by Game Rangers 
International and with the ongoing support of the 
Born Free Foundation, its mission is to rescue and 
rehabilitate injured, orphaned and illegally held vervet 
monkeys and yellow baboons for release back into 
the wild in Zambia. Primate survival rate 12 months 
post-release currently averages at a remarkable 95%. 
Under Cosmas’s careful stewardship, and in close 
collaboration with Zambia Wildlife Authority (ZAWA), 
over 500 yellow baboons and vervet monkeys have 
been successfully rescued from illegal captivity, 
rehabilitated and given a second chance at life back in 
the wild. Most of the rescued primates are victims of 
the growing illegal trade in bush meat. The mothers are 
slaughtered for their meat and their babies are sold into 
the illegal pet trade.

Cosmas grew up in a rural family with a strong passion for nature and wildlife. He was just a young boy the fi rst time he 
saw a captured monkey being tormented in captivity, and that memory stayed with him. In 2002 he was asked to help 
release rescued primates back into the wild as part of the pioneering animal welfare project Zambia Primate Project. 
Starting as a casual labourer, Cosmas has been working his way up through the ranks to his current position of Project 
Manager.

President of the Born Free Foundation in the UK, Will Travers OBE said: “Cosmas is one of Africa’s unsung conservation 
heroes. His extraordinary work in remote parts of the Zambian bush rescuing and returning primates to the wild is not a 
job for the faint-hearted and speaks volumes about his dedication and commitment to the cause. I am delighted, on behalf 
of Born Free, which has supported him and GRI-Zambia Primate Project for thirteen years, that he has now received due 
recognition for all his effort and I hope he will inspire others around the world. We can all do something and Cosmas has 
shown us how.”  

Being short-listed for this well-known and prestigious award is a great honour, and a reminder of the importance of 
Cosmas’s work with primates in Zambia. The nomination highlights the fact that committed and passionate individuals 
can make a difference and will hopefully inspire more young people in Zambia to get involved in the preservation of the 
country’s unique wildlife.
 
During the award ceremony, Cosmas refl ected over what the nomination means to him: “Growing up in a rural Zambian 
village I never dreamed that one day I would be meeting the future King of England to talk about my work rescuing 
primates in Zambia. Things like this don’t happen to people like me I thought. Being a fi nalist in the Tusk Conservation 
Awards 2015 is really humbling and will raise awareness of the bushmeat and illegal pet trades in primates in Africa.”

Photo: Cosmas Mumba with Myk, a newly rescued 2 weeks old 
vervet monkey. Photo- GRI Zambia Primate Project

Cosmos Muma (Second to right) with Price William and the 
other fi nalists. Photo: Tusk Trust



ZIMBABWESuperior sensory resources for anti-poaching

In Gonarezhou National Park in Zimbabwe our fi rst anti-
poaching dog units completed training and are ready to 
be deployed in the fi eld.
 Tracking dogs Gonarezhou NP Zimbabwe. Photo: 
Elsabe v. Westhuizen
Daison Hlelelwa and Edward Hlatshwayo.
We are continuously looking for the most effective tools 
and strategies to stop poaching in our project areas. 
Recently we published a story on “SMART”, which 
helps us to identify patterns of illegal fi eld activities. 
But knowing where the poachers will most likely hit 
is not enough to prevent wildlife crime altogether. To 
ensure an effective law enforcement, poachers need 
to be tracked down and handed over to the regional 
jurisdiction.
 
In Gonarezhou National Park (GNP), Zimbabwe, 
elephant poaching is a rising threat, specifi cally near the Mocambique border, which is sparsely populated. Together with 
our partner “Save the Elephants” we decided to deploy tracker dogs in the fi eld, to track down poachers and help combat 
elephant poaching. 
Building an inseparable team
The fi rst two dogs, German shepherds Roxy and Samy, were introduced to our project in July this year. They were hand 
picked by Jay Crafter from Invictus K9, the professional trainer contracted to establish the canine programme in our 
project. He will also be monitoring our progress during the coming months. 
 
It took Roxy and Samy about one month to complete basic training, during which time we selected suitable dog handlers 
from the GNP ranger corps. Picking the right dog handler is as crucial as picking the right dog, because the handlers and 
dogs operate as an inseparable team.

Edward Hlatshwayo (with Roxy), Promise Kanuka and Daison 
Hlelelwa (with Samy) successfully completed the anti-poaching 
training.

ART EXHIBITION

Lin Barrie is showing some of her work at Victoria 
Falls Safari Lodge, Conference Room.  The 
Exhibition will continue until 8 January.

Part of the proceeds will be given to Victoria Falls 
Anti-Poaching Unit.  



ELE “RIWARD” CHARARA, NAU, RUIA RIVER AREA 
Kariba Animal Welfare Trust

A Resident of Kariba - Rick Ward, noticed this poor youngster whilst on 
the way to NAU/Charara at the weekend, he passed the footage on to 
KAWFT.
He had a snare on his back left leg that had cut in deeply.
One  photo clearly shows how high he is lifting his wounded leg when 
he tries to walk on 3 legs.

Parks Authorities were notifi ed and permission was given to dart, 
remove and administer medication.
KAWFT put their Snare Patrol, accompanied by a Parks Ranger, to 
locate this poor little guy whom we have aptly named “Riward”.

When found by the patrol, Andries, with his back up, Marnie Kloppers, 
checked the Elephant and it was decided that the snare looked too 
deep for him to remove and Dr. Keith Dutlow and Dr Lisa Maribini from 
Aware Trust Harare were alerted and photos sent through to them.
 
Again KAWFT put their Snare Patrol accompanied by extra Parks 
Ranger to locate this little guy quickly again the next day in order to 
have all in place for the procedure.

Keith and Lisa drove up early morning and all hands on deck, went 
straight to the area he was in.
During the procedure Aware Vets took x-rays and the bone was clean – 
no infection in the bone ( this is a huge worry with wounded Eles) 

So yet again, an excellent job done and dusted with one little ele on the 
mend we hope.  Everyone then moved from Ruia River side back into 
Kariba to Baobab Ridge to check out another Ele nicknamed “Buck”.

High Temperatures at Kariba

Zimbabwe’s national carrier was forced to cancel a fl ight to Kariba on Friday following a heat wave in the resort town in 
the north of the country, state media reported Saturday.According to the offi cial Herald daily, Air Zimbabwe passengers 
had to travel from Harare to Kariba by bus on Friday night after the airline cancelled the fl ight following extreme 
temperatures that exceeded 40 degrees Celcius.

Army to join Anti-Poaching

Environment, Water and Climate minister Oppah Muchinguri-Kashiri recently announced that government had fi nally 
decided to deploy the army — supported by aerial platforms which include helicopters and unmanned aerial vehicles 
(drones) — to conduct anti-poaching patrols in Hwange, Chizarira, Matusadona, Mana Pools and Gonarezhou national 
parks.



Tusk Trust Award 

This year the Prince William Award for 
Conservation in Africa, sponsored by Investec 
Asset Management, was awarded to Garth Owen-
Smith in recognition of his lifetime contribution 
alongside Dr. Margaret Jacobsohn to the 
restoration and conservation of wildlife in Namibia.

Garth and Margaret could together be described 
as the architects of community conservation and 
their combined efforts have positioned Namibia’s 
approach to conservation as a model to be 
revered and emulated across Africa.  Together 
they founded Integrated Rural Development and 
Nature Conservation (IRDNC), which evolved out 
of their pioneering partnership with community 
leaders in the early 1980s to end the poaching and 
depredation that was taking place in the northwest of Namibia.

KASANE NEWS

Big 5 Chobe Lodge (previously ‘Toro Safari Lodge’) 

The lodge has been sold, has new owners and an entirely new 
management & service team, and is currently undergoing extensive 
renovations!

22 Campsites will be reopening soon. 
Each campsite has its own ablution block, consisting of a hot/cold 
shower, hand wash basin, fl ush toilet, dishwashing facilities and a 
220v/15 Amp power point.

For information please contact: 
+267 76527355 or email charms-talula@info.bw 

CHRISTMAS MARKET
at Noka ya Botshelo
5pm to 7.30pm
on the 10th and 11th December

To book your stall for P50 contact Tanya on 74254693
or e-mail PTAnokayabotshelo@gmail.com

BOTSWANA

NAMIBIA



UPDATES FROM TANZANIA POST ELECTION ACTIVITIES
From Afriem, Malawi

Last weekend they were opening parliament and there was a state dinner planned for all guests that was going to 
cost about 300m. President Magulufi  cut the budget to 25m and ordered that the rest be taken to buy hospital beds for 
Muhimbili they got 300 beds and mattresses and 600 bed sheets from that money.

On 23rd Nov 2015 he announced that there will be no offi cial ceremonies for Independence Day on 9th December, the 
money is to be used for more pressing issues and the day should instead be spent cleaning up our environment.

On Saturday 21st nov 2015 a group of 50 people were about to set off for a tour of commonwealth countries (don’t know 
for what) but President Magulufi  cut that list down to 4 people, saving government 600m in tickets, accommodation and 
per diems

No more foreign travel, embassies will take care; if it’s necessary to go, special permission must be sought from him or 
Chief Secretary

No more 1st class and business class travel for all offi cials except President, Vice, and Prime Minister.

No more workshops and seminars in expensive hotels when there are so many ministry board rooms available.

President Magulufi  asked how come engineers are given V8s when a pick-up is more suitable for their jobs.

No more sitting allowances, how the hell are you paid allowance for a job which you have a monthly salary; that also 
applies to MP’s. ...

The Citizen
Dar es Salaam — Tanzania Petroleum Development Corporation (TPDC) will start an advanced search for oil in Lake 
Tanganyika, the state-owned fi rm said at the weekend.

From its fi rst stages of surveys across Lake Tanganyika waters, TPDC believes the area from Kigoma Rural, Kigoma Ujiji, 
Uvinza and Mpanda Rural contains abundant oil resources.

The belief stems from the fact that neighbouring Uganda has already discovered oil in Lake Albert which has the same 
environment as that of Lake Tanganyika.

TANZANIA



Top Ten Waterfalls
Daily Mirror, UK

If you want to go chasing waterfalls, check these 10 cracking 
cascades - and Niagara, possibly the most famous of all, doesn’t 
even make the cut

Montmorency Falls Park, Quebec, Canada

Annandale Falls, Grenada

Gullfoss waterfall in Iceland

The 27 Waterfalls of Damajagua, Puerto Plata, Dominican Republic

Mackenzie Falls, Australia

Diamond Falls, Diamond Botanic Gardens, St Lucia

OTHER STUFF



Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe and Zambia

Haew Suwat Waterfall, Thailand

Wallaman Falls, Australia

Sopoaga Falls, Western Samoa



Have a good two weeks

Gill
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